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INTRODUCTION
The forefathers of Indian Origin Tamils who identify themselves as Malayaha Thamilar’s
(Hill Country Tamils) were brought to Sri Lanka two hundred years ago by the British from
South Indian state (currently Tamil Nadu) to toil in the coffee, tea and rubber plantations.
The migrant Tamil worker communities were considered British citizens. The community
came to be known as Indian Tamil to distinguish them from the Sri Lankan Tamil who are
descendants of the Tamils of the old Jaffna Kingdom and east coast chieftaincies.
In 1924, the British introduced the Village Council Ordinance to strengthen the existing
Village Councils by granting more power. The British government planned to include
existing plantation settlements under these village councils. This ordinance was
discussed in the legislative council of Sri Lanka. During the discussion the Sinhala leaders
of the legislative council Mr. D. S. Senanayake and S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike opposed the
inclusion of plantation Tamils citing that the migrant workers are not citizens of Sri Lanka
(then Ceylon).
An Indian officer called Mr. Bajpayee who was appointed to look after the rights of
the Indian migrant labourer opposed this move and requested that a reason must be
given for excluding the Indian labourers. The local leaders sent a letter indicating that
the Indian workers do not have the experience to become involved in the matters of
the village council. In response, Mr. Bajpayee wrote a letter to the local leaders saying
that the Ceylon village Councils are similar to the Indian Panchayath (village council)
and hence the workers are familiar with the concept, therefore he requested that they
should be included.
However, the local leaders did not change their stance and insisted that the British
government must exclude the community. As a result, the Village Council Ordinance
was introduced excluding the plantation Tamil Community. Furthermore, the ordinance
especially emphasized who is not eligible to enjoy the services of the council. Clause 58
of the ordinance, highlights that "workers defined under the Plantation Workers (Indian)
Ordinance shall identify women and children, the elderly or the disabled relatives of
such workers are not eligible”.
It was within this background in the 1930s that the British Government introduced
Universal suffrage to Sri Lanka. The Universal Suffrage was extended to the Indian Tamil
community as well. This issue was discussed in the legislative council. The same two
leaders opposed granting Universal Suffrage to the Indian Tamil community. At that time,
the first Sri Lankan powerful Trade Union leader of the country Mr. A. E. Goonasingha
vehemently opposed the move in the legislative council and insisted that Universal
Suffrage should be extended to Indian Community. Due to the opposition from this

powerful leader the two leaders withdrew their demand. As a result, the community
enjoyed Universal Suffrage and elected their representatives to the legislative council.
In 1948 Sri Lanka became an independent Country. Mr. D. S. Senanayake became the
first Prime Minister of the country and Mr. S.W.R.D. Bandaranaike became Minister
of the Local Government. Within a few months these powerful ministers introduced
the Citizenship Act in the month of November 1948. The Act deprived the Citizenship
rights and the entire Indian Tamil Community became stateless. As a result of continued
demands of the community, a pact was signed between the two Prime Ministers of
both Sri Lanka and India to grant citizenship for sections of the community. Another
amendment was brought in 1988 to grant Citizenship. Finally, a third amendment was
brought in 2003 to solve the stateless problem.
Since 1977, the Hill Country Tamil community who lives in the plantations has been
able to elect their representatives to Parliament, Provincial Councils and Pradeshiya
Sabhas. In 1991, the Pradeshiya Sabha election was held and the community elected
their candidates, capturing the power of two Pradeshiya Sabhas namely Ambagamuva
and Nuwara Eliya.
In the first sitting of the budget session of these Pradeshiya Sabhas, the Pradeshiya
Sabha secretary had informed the members that the elected members are not entitled
to initiate any development projects in the plantations using the Pradeshiya Sabha
funding, citing the Pradeshiya Sabha Act. This created Chaos in the Pradeshiya Sabhas.
However, the elected members used funds from the central ministry and initiated some
development work within the plantation settlements.
In 1993, the Pradeshiya Sabhas' term came to an end and elections were held in
1994. At this juncture, the Institute of Social Development (ISD) initiated an awareness
programme among the community. During this program while analyzing the Pradeshiya
Sabha Act, it was identified that clause 33 of the Act prevents the elected members
from implementing development activities within the plantations using Pradeshiya
Sabha funds.
Since 1994 onward ISD has been advocating with the community members, trade unions,
political leaders and the intellectuals of the community about the hindrance caused by
clause 33 and the need to amend the clause. However, this was not considered to be a
serious issue by those in power. In 2008 the Udapalatha Pradeshiya Sabha was dissolved
by the Chief Minister of Central Province citing various charges including: 1. Erecting
a water tank in the Peacock Estate 2. Cementing the pavement of New Peacock line
rooms. 3. Renovating steps in the Melfort Estate. These activities were seen as violating
the PS act.

Following this incident, ISD lobbied with the policy makers of the country. Finally, the
government brought an amendment to the PS Act at the end of 2018. This historical
milestone in winning the rights of the plantation community was brought about as a
result of ISD's continuous engagement in lobbying and advocacy.
This publication highlights the history of a painful and difficult journey towards winning
the fundamental rights of the Hill Country Tamil Community.
P. Muthulingam
Executive Director
Institute of Social Development
Kandy,
Sri Lanka.
August 2021

AMENDMENT TO THE PRADHESHIYA SABHA ACT
IS A LANDMARK ACHIEVEMENT
In the case of plantation people, they are far less likely to directly participate in the affairs
of decision making in the governance institutions including Pradheshiya Sabha (PS),
Divisional Secretariat and other state institutions that function at the local level under
the direct control and supervision of central government. Factors such as diminished
form of citizenship, persistent exclusion from all forms of governance structures, longstanding statelessness, legal and policy discrimination all have contributed to this plight.
Although there have been some positive developments with the granting of legal
form of citizenship in 2003, still there existed institutional and policy discriminations in
reaping legally mandated services offered by local government authorities, namely PS
until September 2018. Until then, plantation people were not legally included in the PS
system since its introduction in 1987 and certain provisions apparently precluded this
community from the purview of PS. Thus this community was not a part of the services of
the PS as rightful citizens of this country, despite having elected members in the Sabhas
in nine districts. Indeed, discriminatory moves on this nature had first stated in 1871 with
the introduction of Village Committees Ordinance and these legal impediments confined
their democratic participation only to the activity of voting, and obstructed them from
enjoying limited democratic space available in grassroots governance structures.
Only against this backdrop, the long-standing problem was brought to the light and
subsequently gained greater degree of attention at the civil society, political sphere and
other forums simply due to the persistent efforts and intervention made by the Institute
of Social Development (ISD) and its executive director Mr. P. Muthulingam. The ISD
identified legal impediments of reaching out PS services to the plantation community
in early 2000 and since then they started comprehensive evidence –based advocacy
and lobbying to address this crucial issue which affected the whole community for more
than two decades. Unless the ISD had identified and brought out this issue, the systemic
discrimination would have continued for another few decades and most importantly,
the ISD commissioned some research projects to further explore this issue, and based
on the evidence, it undertook wide range of campaigns across the plantation areas to
educate and mobilize the plantation people to fight for this blatant discriminatory law.
Similarly, the ISD submitted petitions and had series of meetings with policy makers
both ruling and opposition party to make them realize this discriminatory treatment of
PS which eventually became a politically sensitive issue under the Good Governance
government in which the Parliamentarian of Tamil Progressive Alliance had played a
substantial role with the guidance and support of ISD. There were meetings organized
by the ISD to educate Hill Country politicians on this issue with the view to raise it in the
Parliament and thereby garner support of members of Parliament to amend the law. In
fact, ISD’s initiatives on this PS issue pushed us to undertake some researches on the

same topic. Thus, now the legally issue has been ratified and plantation people have
right to access PS services as rightful citizens of this country. In the past few years, the
amendment has apparently led to a considerable amount of infrastructure development
including water and sanitation in this community. It is also pertinent to note that the
PS members of this community should become more aware on this amendment, its
significance and take proactive a role in the PS meetings to ensure equal allocation of
physical and financial resources to this community which is, in my view, an indispensable
duty of the PS members representing this community. Nevertheless, though the legal
discrimination is resolved, still there remains practical issues in PS and some obstacles on
the part plantation management to fully reap the PS services so that there is a need to
continue this struggle and campaign to fully gain the benefits from PS in the plantation
areas. I firmly believe that this publication would help undertake awareness education,
advocacy and campaign to address the above issues in the future. In conclusion, I wish
and highly appreciate the ISD and Mr. Muthulingam for this timely publication.

Dr. Ramesh Ramasamy
Senior Lecturer in Governance and Policy Studies
University of Peradeniya,
Peradeniya,
Sri Lanka
08.11.2021
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AMENDMENT TO THE PRADHESHIYA SABHA ACT 2018 AND
IT'S EFFECTIVENESS
Amendment to the Pradheshiya Sabha Act is a remarkable achievement in the
political journey of the plantation community especially those who live in the tea
and rubber plantations. It had been a peculiar situation that these people were
given opportunity to take part in the formation of the local governments which is
the vital power and resource sharing institutional mechanism functioning at the
grass roots level, but were prevented getting benefits from the same institutions.
In other words these people voted and elected their own representatives to this
institution even to the extent of forming some of the Pradheshiya Sabhas but they
could not get any developmental activities implemented in their areas by them
which is a violation of their democratic rights. However, with the enactment of the
Amendment to the Pradheshiya Sabha Act in 2018, this long lasting anomaly has
been rectified. We are thank full to the ISD and especially its Executive Director
M.Muthulingam for carrying out continues propaganda in different forms in this
regard.
At this juncture, it is also important to bear in mind that achievement of this legal
provision is only a part of the solution. The root course of the issue of Pradheshiya
Sabha not being able to implement any developmental activities especially in
physical forms is connected to the plantation management system.
In fact, the people living in the plantations are subject to a kind of dual
administrative system by the plantation management and the government. As
the citizens of this country they are to adhere to the rules and regulations of
the Government both local and central. On the other hand, as the employees in
the plantations, the plantation managements get greater power and authority to
govern these people. This is not only due to their contractual relations as employer
and employee but also the relationship of land/line room owners and dwellers
who live in the line rooms for generations. The entire life cycle from womb to
tomb of the worker families and their socio-cultural activities are centered around
the line rooms and within the estate which belong to the plantation management
and hence the worker family including its members who work on the estate or not
are subjected to its rules and regulations. There are some estate workers secured
own houses under various housing schemes on the plantation itself. However,
owning the house alone does not free them from the administrative set up of the
plantation management.
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In this context, while welcoming the positive move by amending the Act, it is also
necessary to focus on its effectiveness which greatly depends on the cooperation
of the plantation management towards the enforcement of the Act. This again
demands continuity of the propaganda and actions by organizations like ISD as
well as like mined individuals.
Ms. Gowry Palaniappan
Social Development Consultant and
Former Lecturer in Sociology
Colombo University,
Sri Lanka.
10/11/2021
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REMOVAL OF THE LEGAL BARRIER CONTAINED IN
THE PRADESHIYA SABHA ACT 1987 IS A LAND MARK AND
THE CONTRIBUTION OF THE ISD IS PRAISE WORTHY.

In the context of government services not reaching the Estate sector, the removal of the
legal barrier viz the section 33 of the Pradeshiya Saba Act 1987 is a land mark. Since
the development activities under taken by the Pradeshiya Sabhas (PS) were reaching
the Estate sector, the implication of the legal barriers were not realized the concerned
stakeholders. The dissolution of the Udapalatha PS in 2008 by the Chief Minister of
the Central province brought to lime light, the implication of section 33 of the PS. Act
At this stage ISD took up this issue and lobby lobbied for the removal of this provision
of the PS act through various workshops, multilateral , bilateral and individual meetings
among the various stakeholders as revealed by this booklet document. This booklet
highlights the difficulties and bottled neck had to be faced in this tedious long process
towards the amendment of the discriminatory section 33 of the PS Act.
The pressure exerted by the ISD at all these levels should be noted as this document
highlights. The academics, social activists, members of the Provincial Councils,
Parliamentarians and Ministers voiced the importance of the amendments at various
forms.When this amendment was taken up at the Parliament along with the Bill
establishing the new village development authority for the plantation region, the entire
house supported both the amendment and the Bill. At request of the ISD myself and
Sociologist Ms. Gowry Palaniappan undertook a study in 2013 on the provision of
services by Pradesiya Sabha’s in particular in Ambagamuva, Haliella and Panvila PSs
which have higher concentration of Estate population .
The contribution made by the ISD specially its Executive Director Mr. P. Muthulingam
toward these land mark success should be recorded and recognized.
M.Vamadevan
Former Secretary,
Ministry of Estate Infrastructure Housing and Community Development.
25-11-2021
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BACKGROUND HISTORY OF THE PRADESHIYA SABHA
(AMENDMENT) ACT NO.30 OF 2018

The first Provincial Council election in the Central Province was held in 1989, and the
people of the hill country elected eleven representatives on their behalf to the first
provincial council. In this council a Ministerial post was offered to a representative
from the hill country and accordingly, Ramanathan Soumyamoorthy Thondaman (son
of the late Soumyamoorthy Thondaman) who had contested from the Ceylon Workers’
Congress and won, was appointed as the Provincial Minister of Education. At a discussion
on budget allocation related to development activities, the hill country representatives
requested the allocation to be made for development activities in the hill country
planation areas. The elected Chief Minister W.M.P.B. Dissanayake, who was a retired
Labour Officer turned down the request stating that the Provincial Council was not
empowered to allocate funds for development activities in the planation areas.
All the hill country representatives, after lodging their protest to the stance taken by
the Chief Minister, brought it to the notice of the late Minister S. Thondaman. Upon his
representation, the Executive President J.R. Jayewardene directed the Chief Minister
to release funds to the hill country representatives to undertake development activities.
With the allocations made by the Chief Minister, the Central Provincial Council member
representatives carried out minor scale development activities in the respective areas
of their representations. However, no action was taken to remove the Legal obstacles
mentioned by the Chief Minister.
In this background, when the Pradeshiya Sabha election was held in 1991, Ceylon
Workers’ Congress won and captured power of the Nuwara Eliya and Ambagamuwa
Pradeshiya Sabhas. Many hill country representatives were also elected to Kandy,
Matale, Badulla and Kegalle Local Government Authorities.
In the Pradeshiya Sabhas, the budget allocation for the elected representatives made
no allowance for plantation social or infrastructure development activities. At the same
time, although the Minister S. Thondaman released funds to representatives from his
ministerial allocations enabling them to carry out some activities in the planation sector
the representatives who did not belong to his (CWC) party were helpless. On the other
hand, members of Parliament who were novices had no understanding on implications,
nor were the Ceylon Workers’ Congress members of Parliament aware of this legal
complexity. Hence, they did not raise this issue in the parliament.
In the meantime, tens of thousands of votes of the hill country plantation people were
rejected in the Pradeshiya Sabha elections, resulting from an inadequate understanding
on the pattern of voting in the Pradeshiya Sabha elections. Institute of Social Development
(ISD), taking this dilemma into account, conducted programmes from 1993 onwards to
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educate the plantation people on how to vote in the elections. When engaged in the
ground work for the intended programmes, I happened to read the Pradeshiya Sabha Act
which was in Sinhala, which convinced me that the stand taken by the Central Provincial
Council Chief Minister was correct. Section 33 which contained some vetoing clauses
against undertaking development activities in the plantation sector unlike in the rural
sector, stipulated some standard procedures to be followed. Accordingly, if a member
desires undertaking any development activity
in the plantation sector, they should submit
a proposal to the Sabha (council) and ensure
that the proposal has the full approval of
the council. Then the council should obtain
the permission of the management or the
proprietor of the target estate, and the latter
should also bear the cost of the project. If
the management or the owner of the target
Discussion on inclusion summoning politicians estate did not grant permission, the project
intellectuals, trade union leaders and civil
should not be undertaken.
society members.
The power vested in the Provincial Council allows it to monitor the activities of the
Pradeshiya Sabha, and to dissolve it, if it acts unlawfully. At the same time the Provincial
Council has no power to cancel or reduce the Pradeshiya Sabha’s power. Hence, the
Provincial Council has to provide the funds to Pradeshiya Sabha to carry out development
activities.

Section 33 of the Pradeshiya Sabha Act read as follows:
"The Pradeshiya Sabha may, at the request
of the owner or owners of any one or more
estates or industrial enterprises situated within
its limits, in any case in which the Pradeshiya
Sabha is of opinion that the public interest
would not otherwise justify the construction
or maintenance of a road in such a locality,
contract with such owner or owners, for the
construction or maintenance of a road for
Civil Society members of the Hill Country
the service of the estate or estates, or the
Tamil Community at the Work shop held at
enterprise or enterprises in question, subject
Hotel Renuka
to the payment of such contribution towards
the expenses of such construction or maintenance as may be approved by the Pradeshiya
Sabha and subject to the Condition that by an appropriate instrument such road is
constituted a public road and is vested in the Pradeshiya Sabha, and all such agreed
contributions shall be deemed to be special rates imposed upon the lands benefited,
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and shall be recoverable in the same manner as a rate imposed under this Act, and all
the provisions of this Act."
Subsection of section 19 of the Pradeshiya Sabha Act reads that “to spend any part of the
Pradeshiya Sabha Fund, in promoting rural women’s development activities, integrated
development of selected villages, community development projects, and in making
grants to rural development projects, Gramodaya Mandalayas and rural development
organisations qualified to be represented on Gramodaya Mandalayas; ”
It is noteworthy to mention that neither the
Pradeshiya Sabha nor the Provincial Council
is free to undertake development activities in
the estate or the estate housing. Similarly, the
funds cannot be utilized for the development
of women living on the estates or to grant
for development activities undertaken by
development organizations that are estate
based. Specifying as to who is/are eligible to
receive the services of the Pradeshiya Sabha,
Awareness Workshop for Trade Union Leaders
in Kandy
it refers to those mentioned as beneficiary
under the former Village Council System
which on the one hand stipules that these referred to as “estate workers” under the
Estate Workers (Indian) Ordinance, women or children related to them or any elderly, or
any disabled relatives thereof shall not be entitled to benefits available under the Village
Council Act No. 9 of 1924.
Hence, it has been legally emphasized that the people living in the planation are not
entitled to services or development carried out by the Pradeshiya Sabha. This provided
me an opportunity to identify the reason stated by the first Chief Minister of the Central
Provincial Council and thereafter the Commissioner of Local Government who stated
that the Provincial Council and the Pradeshiya Sabha have no power to engage in any
development activity in the residential areas of the estate workers.
An in depth analysis of the Pradeshiya Sabha Act would make it apparent that even if
the hill country people captured the power of the Pradeshiya Sabhas, they would not
be able to undertake any development activity for the plantation community utilizing
the Paradeshiya Sabha funds. The planation community would not be able to enjoy
any service of the Pradeshiya Sabha, meaning that the community would remain a
mere voting machine. Hence, I started lobbying since 1994, with a view to change this
denial of fundamental right under Section 33. I conduced the first general discussion
at Dunhinda Falls Hotel, Badulla, which was chaired by the Uva Worker’s Aid Centre
Director A. K. Velavan. Many civil activists of the district including members of some
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Pradeshiya Sabhas of the Uva Province, participated in this discussion which was aimed
at exploring the possibility of broadening the scope of the lobby.
At this occasion I stated that the hill country plantation workers would remain reduced
to a mere voting machine and be unable to avail themselves of the Pradeshiya Sabhas
development benefits unless Section 33 of the Act was either removed or amended.
I also drew the attention of the house to the fact that not every minor development
activity in the planation sector was carried out with the Pradeshiya Sabha funds, but
rather with funds from the Estate Infrastructure Development Ministry and Provincial
Council. Since this right had been denied to the plantation people who cast their votes
in the Pradeshiya Sahba election they were not being considered as full citizens of this
country. I followed it up with an article in the Virakesari. When this reached the attention
of the hill country politicians, they went public with criticism and accused me that I
was raising irrelevant issues. Some even posed questions publicly asking “why is Mr.
Muthulingam being blind to the development, we as members of Pradeshiya Sabhas
undertake through the council?”
Nevertheless unrelenting from my stand, I went ahead with my written lobby statement,
discussions and workshops, with the full backing of the Institution of Social Development.
We invited the hill country politicians, intellectuals and civil society organizations for
discussions in Kandy, Hatton and Colombo. All invitees participating in the discussions
came to be convinced of the denial of rights, and stated that it must be changed.
However, no political party or civil organization took the initiative to change it. The
Pradeshiya Sabha members, who did some minor developments in the estate areas
spending the funds provided by Members of Parliament of their parties, took no serious
notice of what I said.
Given this background, we conducted
meetings and campaigns during the
Pradeshiya Sabha election and general
election that followed, to draw the
attention of the people to this issue.
In the local authority elections in 2006,
political parties and independent
groups contested in the elections as
usual. At this election Members of
Parliament Mr. S. Sathasivam who had
Awareness Creation among the
left the Ceylon Workers’ Congress
Badulla Civil Society Members
and founded a separate party namely
“Ceylon Democratic United Front”
fielded candidate to contest the Udapalatha Pradeshiya Sabha election. Mr. Rajaram, a
tailor from the Pussellawa town, who had participated in our Pradeshiya Sabha related
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discussion, was one of the candidates of this new party. There were some Sinhala parties
too contesting the election, but as those parties had failed to fill in the nomination
papers properly, they lost the opportunity to contest, leading to the party headed by
Mr. Sathasivam becoming the ruling party.
The Tamil members who won the election, elected Mr. Sri Ranga Perumal as the chairman
of Udapalatha Pradeshiya Sabha. At the first sitting of the council chaired by Mr. Sriranga
Perumal, the Pradeshiya Sabha Secretary in his deliberation regarding power of the
council and the rights of members, had stated that no development activities could be
pursued utilizing Pradeshiya Sabha funds in the estate settlement, and that in the event
of any such undertaking the permission and funds should be obtained from the estate
management, but that as far as the villages were concern those who won could carry out
development activities in the rural areas utilizing the council funds.
The Pradeshiya Sabha member Mr, Rajaram who contacted me over the telephone after
this incident, explained what happened in the council and requested me to organize a
workshop to apprise the Tamil members of the Pradeshiya Sabha on procedures of the
council. We conducted a workshop in 2006 at the Tea Worker Museum at Paradeka for
the Tamil members, except one or two and the Chairman of the Udapalatha Pradeshiya
Sabha Mr. Sri Ranga Perumal participated in the workshop. I explained the Pradeshiya
Sabha law and that the explanation of the Secretary was correct. The Chairman then
enquired whether there was any other way to allocate funds to our members. I advised
him to write in his capacity as the Chairman of Udapalatha Pradeshiya Sabha to the
Provincial Local Government Commissioner in seeking advice how to allocate funds to
the members who represents plantation community and advised him that further action
could be taken depending on his reply. I handed him a draft of the intended letter to the
Central Province Local Government Commissioner, Mr. Perumal, addressed 30th March
2007. The Commissioner in his reply dated 4th April 2007 stating to release fund without
violating PS Act. When Mr. Perumal contacted me over the telephone and briefed me
about the contents of the reply, I told Mr. Perumal that the Commissioner’s advice
implied a warning not to contravene the Pradeshiya Sabha Act when providing funds,
and on the face of it no development activity could be carried out in the plantations.
I advised him in the circumstance to adopt resolution in the council concerning each
project on the strength of the commissioner’s letter, and provide funds to the members.
Accordingly, he allocated rupees Two Hundred Thousand to each Tamil members, which
they utilized to do some work on New Peacock, Melfort and Selvakanda estates.
At this juncture, the Central Provincial Council Chief Minister Mr. Sarath Ekanayake with
a special gazette notice on 26th August 2008, dissolved the Udapalatha Pradeshiya
Sabha stating that it had acted contrary to the Pradeshiya Sabha Act, citing several
chargers. Among other chargers the following chargers were included.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Concreting the New Peacock Temple road
Renovating the Selvakande Temple road
Constructing a water tank on New Peacock Estate
Constructing a water reservation tank on New Peacock Estate
Renovating the path to No. 21 line on New Peacock Division
Constructing steps on Melfort Estate

A Commission of inquiry was appointed against the Tamil members who undertook
these activities and separate show cause letters were sent to each of them.
When the Chairman and some members met me with the letters, I advised them to
consult the senior Attorney-at-Law Mr. Lal Wijehanayake. However, the members had
replied to the letter through lawyers of their own. At the same time, being glad that an
opportunity had been presented to raise the rights issue arising from Section 33, I sent
an article to Virakesari regarding the dissolution of the council concerned.
During this period CARE, which was one
of the Non-Governmental Organizations,
conducted program namely; Makkal Arnagam
(People’s Forum) on Air Asia TV, brought
out the fundamental problems faced by the
people through discussions. It had planned
to dedicate one of the serialized trilingual
programs to the development of hill country
people. The CARE organization officer Mr.
Signature Campaign for the inclusion of
Ananda Alahakone, who coordinated the
plantation settlement under
program, invited me to participate in the
local government, 2011
discussions. I agreed to participate in Sinhala
as well as English programs, and he invited me for the Sinhala program. Tea Brokers’
Association president Mr. Anil Cook, Planters’ Association representatives and Mr. R.
Yogarajan who was a Member of Parliament and Civil organization representatives were
the other participants at this special hill country people specific program.
Mr. Yogarajan in his speech, pointed out the developments effected by the government in
the plantation areas, followed by many others speaking about development undertaken
in the plantation sector.
In my speech, I stated that whatever development being done in the planation sector,
the hill country plantation people were unable to enjoy the fruit of such development on
an equal footing with other citizens. Similarly, the Pradeshiya Sabha members elected
by them were unable to undertake development activities utilizing the Pradeshiya
Sabha funds. I also stated that the people living in the plantation were being treated
as mere voting machines. Many, including Mr. Yogarajan refused to accept my views
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stating that they were implementing development projects without hindrance. Then
I referred to the gazette notification dissolving the Udapalatha Pradeshiya Sabha and
read the Sinhala letter of the Central Provincial Council Chief Minister pointing out some
development activities undertaken by members of the Pradeshiya Sabha concerned in
some plantations as violation of Section 33 of the Pradeshiya Sabha Act. It surprised the
participants into silence.
Mr. Yogarajan who met me outside the auditorium after the discussion stated “Brother
everything you stated are true. I now know about this denial of rights; I, being in the
government, could not speak in support of you; however, let us work to bring an
amendment to this section”
Thereafter, I organized a discussion in
February 2009 at Renuka Hotel, Colombo
for which I invited hill country intellectuals,
trade unionists and political leaders. Main
plantation trade union leaders including
Ceylon Workers’ Congress representatives,
academic
intellectuals,
Members
of
Parliament and members of the dissolved
Udapallatha Pradeshiya Sabha, participated
in the discussion. In the course of my speech, Handing over collected 50 000 signature to the
District Secretary of Nuwaraeliya.
I reminded the forum that the issues I had
raised since 1994 about the risk of plantation
people being marginalized (by Section 33 of the Pradeshiya Sabha Act) from enjoying
the service and fruits of development activities had been proved true by the Udapallatha
Pradeshiya Sabha incident. I called upon all parties in parliament to call for an immediate
amendment to the stated section.
Mr. P.P. Devaraj who was a participant in the discussion, reminded that there were Ceylon
Workers’ Congress representative in the Parliament and in the cabinet and suggested
that they be lobbied into trying to introduce an amendment. Mr. Marimuthu represented
the Ceylon Workers’ Congress at the discussion. As everybody who participated in the
discussion agreed with the suggestion of Mr. P.P. Devaraj; Mr. P.P. Deveraj said that by
advocating the deputy minister Mr. Muthu Sivalingam we can push the government to
introduce an amendment to the PS Act. I contacted Mr. Muthu Sivalingam who was
a Deputy Minister, on the following day over the phone and explained the matter. He
advised me to present a draft amendment for him to present in Parliament in order
to have an amendment introduced. He also advised me to meet Attorney-at-Law, Mr.
Karunakaran whom they had nominated to a Parliament Committee, to speak to him
and prepare the draft. I met Mr. Karunakaran at Hatton a day or two thereafter, and
explained the purpose. He listened to me and advised that he had no expertise in
law making and therefore suggested to meet a lawyer with expertise in such matters.
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Therefore, I met senior lawyer Mr. Lal Wijenayake and explained the matter. He agreed
to prepare the amendment saying plantation people were citizen of this country and
therefore they had every right to enjoy the development carried out by the Pradeshiya
Sabha. He advised me to present to him all the necessary proof. However, although I
tried several times to meet him, I could not because of the heavy load of work he had.
Thereafter in 2010, joining hands with member organization of Plantation Social Forum,
trade unions and social organizations, a campaign was initiated to collect fifty thousand
signature, together with the distribution of hand bills and posters to educate the people
about the offending Section 33 of the Pradeshiya Sabha Act and to also pressure the
government into removing that section. The signatures thus collected, were forwarded
to the Minister of Local Government through the government agents of Kandy, Nuwara
Eliya, and Badulla, while simultaneously staging street dramas to create awareness among
the people, of the necessity to bring the plantations under the Pradeshiya Sabhas.
We followed this up with a conference on 16th March 2010 at Colombo, at Renuka
Hotel Auditorium, inviting all main trade unions, civil organizations and intellectuals
on the themes of immediate repeal of Section 33 of the Pradeshiya Sabha Act, and
the importance of the request for land for plantation people to build own houses. We
forwarded a report prepared on the basis of a dialogue regarding the repeal of Section
33 to the former President Mahinda Rajapaksa, Minster Dinesh Gunawardana, Vasudeva
Nanyakkara and A.L.M. Athaulla. Hill country trade union leaders including R. Yogarajan
and Palany Thihambaram participated at the conference. Mr. Yogarajan stated that he
was a member of the Advisory Committee of Local Government Ministry and he will
take up this issue at the advisory council meeting. At the same time, we held a press
conference. This gave wider publicity.
In this background, an opportunity was made available for us to attend Economic, Social
and Cultural Session of the UN held from 1st to 19th November 2010. Rev. Benny, S.
Murugiah, Mrs. Viji and I participated in the session on behalf of Plantation Sector Social
forum. We raised the issues of the Pradeshiya Sabha act, education and other social and
cultural issues pertaining to the hill country people. The Solicitor General of the Attorney
General’s Department who participated in the session on behalf of the government
stated that he would take action to solve the Pradeshiya Sabha issue immediately on
his return to the country. However, no action whatsoever was taken by the Attorney
General’s Department.
Mr. Yogarajan had written a letter (dated 14th March 2012) to the Minister of Local
Government, suggesting that Section 33 of the Pradeshiya Sabha Act be amended. He
had forwarded a copy of his letter to me. At the same time, he had the matter included
in the agenda for the 23rd May 2012 panel in the parliament councils, and emphasized
the need for an amendment to the Controversial section. In this panel chaired by Mr.
Athaulla a decision had been taken to appoint a committee to go into the matter, and
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to take steps to amend the section based on the finding of that committee. However,
as usual nothing happened. Mr. Yogarajan had also written to the Assistant to the
President’s Secretary and Secretary Local Government and Provincial Councils where
he had referred to a letter he had addressed to the President in 2010 and requesting
them to do the needful. He had sent a copy of the letter to me.
Prompted by this State of affairs, we made an attempt with the help of CARE to sensitize
the Sinhala Members of Parliament. We also made an attempt to approach Mr. Basil
Rajapaksha who was the Brother of the former President Mahinda Rajapaksa as well
as the National Development Minister, being confident that a solution could be found
through the intervention of his good offices. As the first step of the attempt, we met
the Political Science Lecturer of the University of Colombo Mr. Dhamma Dissanayake
who was Advisor to the Ministry. The meeting was facilitated by Mr. Wijekone of CARE
to take place at the Ministry of Mahaweli Development, Colombo. Mr. Dissanayake,
convinced by our presentation, suggested a further discussion and we had this discussion
at the Nawalapitiya Office of CARE. The discussion had been arranged by both Mr.
Wijekone and the District Co-ordinator of CARE Mr. Cader. Mr. Disanayake stated that
if a document containing all facts could be given to him, he could present it to Mr. Basil
Rajapakse and arrange a meeting with the latter. Accordingly, we forwarded a dossier
through Mr. Wijekone of CARE. But, Mr. Disanayake did not arrange the meeting with
the Minister, as he had promised.
Under the circumstances, we had
a discussion at Hotel Janaki on 7th
May 2012, attended by Mr. Palany
Thihambaram who was a Deputy
Minister, Mr. Yogarajan, Member of
Parliament, and Mr. Mano Ganesan
among others. Mr. Thigambaram stated
that there is a possibility of presenting
the matter to Mr. Basil Rajapakse and
finding a solution. In the meantime, Mr.
Discussion at hotel Janaki 7th May 2012
Thigambaram also stated that since he
Front : Rev. Father Benny, Mr. Michel Jokiam, R. Yogarajan
had no full grasp of the matter, they
M.P, R. Radha Kirishnan M.P,
Behind : Mr. Palani Digambaram M. P, Mr. Thilakraj &
would arrange a meeting with the
Dr. S. Chandrabose
Minister Mr. Basil Rajapaksa for us, in
order to present the matter to him. Mr. Yogarajan in the meantime, said that he would
also do his best to ensure that the meeting took place. I told him that it was necessary
to have an efficient lawyer prepare a draft amendment to present to the Minister when
meeting him. Mr. Yogarajan agreed to come back to me after he had consulted the
constitutional lawyer Mr. Jayampathi Wickramaratne and also told me to have a report
ready in relation to the controversial piece of legislation.
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Mr. Yogarajan, after consulting Mr. Jayampathi Wickramaratne on 8th May, informed me
that Mr. Jayampathi had agreed to meet us at his residence on 11th May at 5.00 pm,
and to come there with the report. I went to Mr. Jayampathi Wickramaratne’s house
with ISD staff, Ms. K. Yogeswari, Mr. Sandanam Sathyanathan and Mr. Yogarajan. After
Mr. Yogarajan explained the matter, I handed over the report that I had prepared. Mr.
Jayampathi, after reading the report, stated “no community can be marginalized; you
have no correct understanding of the law; when the Udapalatha Pradeshiya Sabha was
dissolved, your politicians should have raised the issues in the parliament”. Then I told
him that it would have been of no use, as the plantation people had been excluded as
per the Village Council Ordinance. Suddenly annoyed, Mr. Jayampathi Wickramaratne
challenged me to show where in law such provision had been made. Then I told him
about the amendment act to the Village Council Ordinance in 1924 that had been made
applicable under the Pradeshiya Sabha Act of 1987. Subsequently after consulting his
law book, he said it was very wrong and failing to talk about it so far was very wrong
as well. Then he said “I am not in position to draft the amendment. It is done by those
in the Attorney General’s Department; there is one Mr. Selvakumaran in the drafting
section of the Attorney General’s Department. I will give you his telephone number,
meet him and tell him that I told you to meet him and explain your need. He will give
you a draft of the amendment you need”.
Mr. Yogarajan and I met Mr. Selvakumaran after two days and explained to him. He sent
the draft amendment to me after one week. In his amendment, he had noted that in the
event of undertaking development activities on an estate, the Pradeshiya Sabha must
obtain the Superintendent’s permission. I informed Mr. Yogarajan over the phone that
the amendment was of no use. Thereafter, both of us met Mr. Selvakumaran personally
and asked him to draft the amendment, leaving out the part about the Superintendent’s
permission for development works on an estate. He told us that if so, we would have
to proceed with a special motion in the cabinet. If on the contrary, an amendment was
to be made in the existing law, it could only be done this way. Mr. Yogarajan suggested
that we speak to Mr. Athullah who was the Minister of Local government. That meeting
did not take place, and our lobbying continued.
In July 2015, I had organized and conducted a discussion under the theme “Devolution of
Power and People of Hill Country” at Hotel Janaki, Colombo. Many, including Mr. Palany
Thihambaram who was a Deputy Minister and Member of Parliament, Mr. R. Yogarajan
and Mr. Mano Ganesan participated in the discussion. During the tea break, I hinted
that none of them had facilitated a discussion between me and the Minister Mr. Basil
Rajapaksa. Mr. Palany Thihamabram stated he would somehow get an appointment with
the Minister this time. One day in August, Minister Thihambaram phoned me to inform
that he had arranged a meeting with the Minister on the following day at Parliament and
that I should come there at 10.00 am. The following day I waited for Minster Thihambram
at the Parliament car park. Mr. Thihambaram took me into the parliament. Mr. Thilakaraj
was also with him. Having seated us Mr. Thihambaram said that a ministerial meeting
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was on, and he would talk to the Minister first and take us both to him. Half an hour
later Ministers Dinesh Gunawardana, Dew Gunasekara Radha Krishnan and Minister
Thihambaram came together towards to us and Miniters Thihambaram told Ministers
Basil Rajapakse asked to convey the issue to Minister Dinesh Gunwardana. When I told
the problem, Minister Mr. Gunawardana was surprised and said in Sinhala “it is new to
us, plantation people are also voting citizen, and so, why has this right been denied to
them? None of your ministers nor members of parliament have spoken about this so
far: this is a great injustice, a solution should be found to it”. Mr. Dew Gunasekara told
me “comrade, you should have told us this in time”. Finally, Mr. Dinesh Gunawardana
told me he would invite the Secretary of the Minster of Local Government and a Legal
consultant and to speak to them. He also told me he would invite the Minster Mr.
Arumugam Ramanathan Thondaman and all hill country parliamentarians for a meeting.
I agreed. In the end he reiterated “get this done when we are in”.
On 25th November 2015, Minister Mr. Radha Krishnan called me over the phone saying
that Minister Dinesh Gunawardana had arranged the meeting he mentioned, at the
parliament complex. Minister Thihambaram too told me the same. The day before the
scheduled meeting, I contacted Minister Thihambaram with a view to going with him
to parliament. He said that he and brother Radha Krishnan had been asked by the
president Mahinda Rajapakse to meet him at the same time. He further stated that I
should go for the meeting in parliament and state the issue. He further told me that he
had arranged the entrance permit for me to enter parliament. I was somewhat confused
and contacted Mr. Yogarajan and told him about this new development. He told me that
he too had been invited for the meeting and that he and I could go together. On the day
of the scheduled meeting I was near the parliament building. Mr. Yogarajan who came
there, took me in. The meeting started at 11.45 am. Minster Mr. Dinesh Gunawardana
had come with the Local Government Ministry Secretary Legal Consultant, followed by
the late Minister Arumugam Ramanathan Thondaman and Deputy Minister Mr. Muthu
Sivalingam.
I explained the Legal Complexity to the Minster stating that unlike other Pradeshiya
Sabha members, a Tamil member could not undertake development activities in the
planation worker residential areas utilising the Pradeshiya Sabha funds and therefore, the
particular section of the law needs to be amended. I also told him that no development
activity could be undertaken in the plantation settlements without the Superintendent’s
permission and that the plantation women were unable to access Pradeshiya Sabha
services. Minster Mr. Arumugam Thondaman supported me stating that they were unable
to do anything through the Pradeshiya Sabha. After listening to further explanation
of Mr. Yogarajan, the Minster advised the legal consultant to draft an amendment
and forward it to him with copies to us. The ministerial legal consultant at this stage
interposed a problem that the estates were private properties. In this juncture the legal
consultant said the estate lands managed by private companies therefore Pradeshiya
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Sabhas could not be allowed to implement development projects in the estates without
obtaining the permission from the Superintendents. They could sue us for undertaking
activities without their permission.
I stated that the estates managed by the Regional Plantation companies belonged to
the Reform Commission, and large estates which had not been privatized were owned
by the State Plantations Corporation and Janatha Estate Development Board therefore,
if it was stated that the Pradeshiya Sabha members could use funding for activities within
the estates settlements no problem would arise. Minister Dinesh Gunawardana agreed
stating that all large estates belonged to the government, and if it was mentioned that
the Pradeshiya Sabhas could serve those estates, there would be no problem. After the
Minister advised the consultant to draft the amendment along those lines and forward
it to him within two weeks with copies to us.
After one week, the legal officer Ms.Gayani Gamage forwarded a copy of the draft
amended to Section 33 of the Pradeshiya Sabha Act. It also read (similar to the one
proposed by Mr. Selva Kumaran) that in the event of undertaking development projects
in the estate residential areas, a proposal thereof be submitted to the Pradeshiya Sabha
and after the approval of the Pradeshiya Sabha, permission should be obtained from
the estate manager. In relation to the utilization of the Pradeshiya Sabha funds for the
development of Village women, I had requested her to include the estate women. She
had omitted that as well.
On receipt of the draft, I contacted the legal officer Gayani Prematilaka, and requested
her to include estate women in Section XXII and to replace the wording “after obtaining
the permission of the estate management” with “notice to the estate management”.
She accepted the first request, but in respect of the second request, she stated that
the inclusion I requested for could not be done by her and it could be done only by the
cabinet. I requested her to make the inclusion and forward it to the Minister. She stated
that they would forward it to the ministerial secretary, and asked me to meet him and
expedite forwarding it to the Minister.
I had requested the Minister Mr. Thihambaram to push the Secretary of the Local
Government and Provincial Councils’ Ministry office to forwards the draft to Mr. Dinesh
Gunawardana. He asked me to accompany his co-ordinator Mr. Thilagaraj to meet the
ministerial Secretary. We went, explained the secretary. The secretary agreed to forward
the draft to the minister but nothing took place. On another day, as per the appointment
made by Mr. Thihambaram over the telephone, Mr. Thilagaraj, Mr. San Parba and I met
the Secretary Mr. R.A.A.K. Ranawaka requesting him to transmit the amendment to the
Minister. He favourably responded to our request, transmitting the draft amendment to
Minister Dinesh Gunawardana on 3rd November 2014 with copies to Minister Arumugam
Ramanathan, Deputy Minister Muthu Sivalingam, Deputy Ministers Radhakrishnan and
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Palany Thihambaram and Member of Parliament Mr. R. Yogarajan. Mr. Yogarajan had
forwarded a copy of it to me.
A few days later, the Presidential election was announced in November 2015, and
with that all efforts came to an abrupt end. The new government was formed with
Mr. Maithripala Sirisena as the President. Mr. Palany Thihambaram became a Cabinet
Minister, and Mr. Faizer Musthapa was made the Local Government Minster. I requested
Mr. Palany Thihambaram over the phone to submit the amendment to the Cabinet and
bring it into force through the Minster Mr. Faizer Musthapha. Mr. Palany Thihambara
told me that he had already done that. In the meantime, he asked me to meet the
Secretary with Mr. Thilagaraj and to ask him to forward the amendment to the Minster
Mr. Musthapha. Accordingly, Mr. Thilagaraj and I met the Secretary at the Ministry,
avowed him the draft amendment which I had and asked him to send the amendment
to the Minster. The Secretary accepted our request, but the Minster took no action.
In the new government formed after 17th August 2015, Ministers Thihambaram and
Mano Ganesan were made Cabinet Ministers, and Minister Radhakrishnan was made
a the Deputy Minster. Being happy about this turn of events, and being confident that
it would make my task easier, I requested the Minister M.S. Mano Ganesan and Palany
Thihambaram to re-submit the draft amendment (which had been submitted to the
previous government) to Mr. Musthapha to effect the amendment. In spite of several
approaches by both Ministers, Minister Faizer Musthapha did not take action. Whenever
I reminded the Ministers, they would tell me that the Minster Mustapha had agreed to
take action.
In this context, in response to my reminder, Mr.
Thilagaraj who had been elected to Parliament
has moved a private member motion in
the parliament to draw the government’s
attention on 2nd December 2015, followings
them Mr. Velu Kumar on it. but it too proved
a futile attempt. Again I have contacted
minister Mano Ganasan reminded on it. On
his request Minister Mustafa forwarded the
draft amendment to the Attorney General
Department for there to prepare the bill.

Awareness creation among the plantation
CBO members in Hatton – 7/5/2011

The draft amendment forwarded to the Attorney General’s department, had not been
returned to the cabinet although several months had elapsed. When, thereafter he
made inquiries at the Attorney General’s Department, they had returned him saying
that many enactments and amendments had reached the department before the draft
amendment in question and it would have to be attended to in the order of receipt.
Thereafter, Mr. Vamadevan took the matter up with the Attorney General’s department
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with a view to having it forwarded to the Ministry. That too failed. Then, I contacted Mr.
San Praba to meet the Attorney General’s Department officials to explore possibility
of having the matter expedited. That too was of no use. Thereafter, the attempt of Mr.
Vamadevan who was advisor to the Ministry, also bore no fruit.
The draft amendment forwarded to the Attorney General’s department had not been
returned to the cabinet although several months had elapsed. When, thereafter on my
request Mr. Thilakaraj made inquiries at the Attorney General’s Department, they had
responded to him saying that many enactments and amendments had reached the
department before the draft amendment in question and it would have to be attended to
in the order of receipt. Thereafter, Mr. Vamadevan took the matter up with the Attorney
General’s department with a view to having it forwarded to the Ministry. That too failed. I
contacted Mr. San Praba to meet the Attorney General’s Department officials to explore
the possibility of having the matter expedited. That too was of no use.
At this stage, I had to attend the UN series of meetings on Education, Economic and
Socio-Cultural matters in 2017. Ms Yogeswari of our institution also attended the sessions
with me. I handed over the draft to the speaker on our behalf, and reminded him that
in the preceding session an assurance had been made to have the problem resolved,
but the draft was in cold storage at the Attorney General’s Department for months.
The representative raised the issue during the Sri Lankan session. The Deputy Solicitor
General Mr. Nerin Pulle, who represented the government answered that he would
look into it immediately on his return to the county. The Deputy Solicitor General (DSG)
who spoke to me after the meeting asked me let him know the file number and date on
which it was forwarded. I told him that I would furnish them on return to the country. He
gave me his mobile phone number asking me to contact him.
On my return to Sri Lanka, I contacted both Ministers and M.P. Thilagaraj and asked
him to get the reference number of the file forwarded to the Attorney General’s Office
from the Ministry of Local Government. Mr. Thilagaraj said that he did not have the
file number. In the meantime, when the Deputy Solicitor General contacted me, I told
him that nobody had it. However, when I contacted the DSG a week later, he told me
that he had got the number and he would attend to it and forward it to the Cabinet.
Then I mentioned to him that the wording “permission should be obtained from the
management” should be changed. He told me it could not be done. He had told before
that The amendment should be submitted to the parliament, and with its approval,
the change should be made at the cabinet group meeting and the Attorney Generals
department could include it only after that.
A few days later, the DSG informed me over the phone that he had forwarded the
draft to the Cabinet. I then informed this development to the Minister Mano Ganeshan,
although he had requested Minister Faizer Musthapha to get the parliament approval,
he had not taken any action to submit the draft to Parliament.
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I reminded Ministers Mano Ganeshan and Palany Thihambaram about the delay, several
times. They informed me that the delay was due to the fact that the Minister had to go
abroad often. Out of frustration, I told Minister Mano Ganeshan over the phone that
both of them being Cabinet Ministers was of no use to the people. Angered by this
remark, Minster Mano Ganeshan stopped talking to me, and informed this conversation
to Minster Thihambaram and Mr. Vamadevan. Minster Thihamabaram contacted me
over the phone told that I should not fall out with Mano Ganeshan and that he was
fighting as best as he could over this matter in the Cabinet.
A few days later, Minster Mano Ganeshan had an argument with Minister Faizer Mustapha
at the cabinet meeting demanding to submit the draft bill to The parliament. He had
also aired his frustration over the lapse on the part of his Ministerial colleague to the
Prime Minster. Following this, Minister Faizer Musthapha had assured that he would
submit the draft at the parliament session to follow. After the Cabinet meeting, Minster
Mano Ganeshan who contacted me over the phone at 11.30 pm said the draft would
be presented to the parliament in the following week. The following morning, Minister
Palany Thihambaram too gave me the same information and said that Minster Mano
Ganeshean threatened to walk out if the amendment was not made immediately.
The bill of amendment was presented to parliament on 25th September 2018,
together with the bill of new village development authority, all members of the house
unanimously supported it. Nobody opposed it. My self and my colleges seated in the
Parliment Gallary. Minister Mano Ganeshan who contacted me over the phone the
following morning, asked me as to which word should be changed. I read him the line
“concurrence of the estate management and the owner be sought/ obtained” should
be replaced with in "consultation with the management". Subsequently, the draft was
amended and forwarded to the Attorney General's department through Minister Faizer
Musthapha. The Attorney General’s Department had sent it back to the Minster, and the
Amendment was gazetted as Amendment No. 30 of 2018 to the Pradeshiya Sabha Act.
According to this amendment to the Act, all social welfare development activities can
be undertaken for the people of the plantations and infrastructure facilities must be
provided to them without hindrances, utilizing the Pradeshiya Sabha and Provincial
Council Funds.
This amendment is the most significant right won by plantation based hill country people.
It is noteworthy that I had to work for over a decade to have this amendment in place.
I am duty bound to thank all who co-operated with me in achieving this outcome. The
hill country plantation people and each representative elected to the Pradeshiya Sabha
and Provincial Council should read and understand the Act. Similarly, it is essential that
the hill country plantation people, young men and women and adults are aware of this
amendment and what it brings them in the form of their rights to services and resources
available to the citizens of this country.
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PRADESHIYA SABHA ACT
AND INCLUSION OF THE HILL COUNTRY
TAMIL COMMUNITY

"In the case of plantation people, they are far less likely to directly participate in
the affairs of decision making in the governance institutions including pradheshiya
sabha (PS), Divisional secretariat and other state institutions that function at the
local level under the direct control and supervision of central government. factors such
as diminished form of citizenship, persistent exclusion from all forms of governance
structures, long-standing statelessness, legal and policy discrimination all have
contributed to this plight"
- Dr. Ramesh Ramasamy -
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